1 ) The date of the glosses themselves has been much disputed, and opinions have varied according äs attention has been directed to one point or another. Thus Thurneysen, Rev. Gelt. VI, 318, was inclined to put Sg. between Wb. and ML, but later, KZ. XXXVII, 55, he arrived at the conclusion that it is not improbable that the language is in harmony with the date of the codex. That in some points the language of Sg. is later than the language of Ml. admits of no doubt. Such points are the reduction of final-ae to -a (p. 477), aspiration of the initial consonant in relative forms (p. 487), the use of adrubartmar for asrubartmar and the like (p. 491). But if the language of Sg. äs a whole be compared with that of Ml., it will be seen that it has undergone less change; in an isolated point like the use of forsa-not fora-it seems to be more archaic than Wb.
If then Sg. appears to be both earlier and later than ML, what is the solution of the problem? If I mistake not, the explanation is that the glosses in Sg. are not homogeneous but heterogeneous, coming from different sources and being of varying antiquity. That the activity of the Irish glossator had begun äs early äs the seventh Century can be shewn from the glosses *) Cf. also Traube, 0 Koma nobilis pp. 346 sqq.
in their present form. Not infrequently the technical terms briathar, dobriathar are expressed by the abbreviations breth", dobre", dobretfi. At the time when these abbreviations came into use, the f ll forms must have been not briafhar, dobriathar but brethar, dobrethar; when the change of e to w, had taken place, the abbreviations bretJi, dobre, dobretti lived on traditionally. So then starting at the latest in the seventh Century a corpus of Irish glosses gradually grew. That in the conrse of transmission the language was liable to suffer change is a prion probable; in some cases this can be demonstrated from comparison of Sg. with Apart from general considerations is there any specific evidence that the collection of glosses in Sg. has eome from different sources? Such evidence may, I think, be got both from a comparison of the Irish glosses in Sg. with those in other MSS. of Priscian, and from an investigation of the language of Sg.
If we compare the Irish glosses in the Carlsruhe and Leyden Codices and the Ambrosian fragment with those in the St. Gall codex, we find that, wliile each of these Codices, and in particular the Carlsruhe codex, has Irish glosses peculiar to itself, a great Proportion of the glosses is found also in Sg.; in the case of the Leyden codex nearly all the Irish glosses are shared by Sg. Further we perceive that no two of the other three Codices have glosses common to one another which are not shared by Sg.; pp. 215-216. o only: ainmnedo 215 a 9, togarthado 215 a 9, gnuso 215 a 12, forggnuso 216 b 3. 1 ) *) For the sake of comparison the occurrences in Wb. may be given. o: betho l a3, 10 b 3,15, 11 a 19 (beotho), 13 c 7, 14blO, 29a8, 31bl8; bratho 25d20 (bis) 29c2; cesto 3d24, 32d3; colno 3dl, 23, 30, 4a9, 6b4, 19al7, 20c20, 21bll, 22 d 13, 31 d3 ; cotulto 25cl2; crochtho 8a5; cumsanto 33b7; dawo 27dlO; datho 5cl9; dügotho 2cl7; drognimo 27cl3; du/o 13b28; ecoteo 13 a3, ccct&o 22eil; /erfo 12 a9; /esso 14d31; firinnigtho 3d22; /totfw 9 d2, 23d32, 26 a5,10; fochatJio 17d28; foilsichtho 12dl5; 0niwo 3c23, 6a8; iwrato 3d5, 6; oipretho 3cl4; aisso 29al3; ^peciÄo 3cl4, 38, 3d20, 5c8, 19, 9b 12, 13, 13d27, 14cl9, 14dl, 4, 27, 21b4, 5, 22b21, 25d8, 26a4, 27blO, 29al5; rechto Idl5, 2bl3, 26, 2cl5, 18, 3dll, 4dll, 12, 22, 6 a 27, 7cl9, 13d26, 15 a 20, 34, 19bl2, 16, 19, 19cl4, 19dll, 20 a 7, 12, 21bl3, 24 a7, 26 a 8, 31bl4, 31dl, 4, 6 ; rolto 12dl5; sithichtho 6 a 5; spirto 3d20, 12 a 11, 23b26; spiwto 9c30; spirito 4 a 7, 12 a 17, 12b33, 12d21, 14c42, 20bl6, 21 An investigation of the orthography when a non-palatal consonant is followed by a palatal vowel, e. g. cosmil and cosmail, did not give an equally clear result, for the reason that no single word of the kind is common in every part of the codex, but the facts point in the same direction. Thus if we take cosmil and cosmail, we find (a) 6 a 9, 6bll, 30a7, 41bl,7, 65a2,17, 69a20, 161b6, 187a2, 194b2, 198 In the case of many other linguistic phenomena a clear difference is to be seen between the early and the later part of the codex (with the exception of some of the final portion). Sometimes the boundaries cannot be fixed with accuracy owing to the scarcity of the material, sometimes they seem not to be quite the same äs in the genitive in -o and -a. Thus dd = eclipsed t (p. 479) does not appear between p. 120 and p. 200, but the instances in wliich it might have been found between p. 120 and p. 150 are few. anmman and the like (p. 482) are rare between p. 108 and p. 210; here the examples are numerous and the difference in the line of demarcation is clear. Further examples of differences in different parts of the codex will be found in the following lists. It may be noted generally that the linguistic phenomena because of which Sg. has been assigned to a late date are rare between about p. 150 and about p. 200.
From purely linguistic evidence it will hardly be possible to go beyond this rough division and to break up the collections into smaller portions of different origin. For these brief glosses stand on a different footing from a continuous text, in which there is the assurance that neighbouring words come from the same source. Moreover in many of the glosses there is nothing in their form to fix their age, and even where there seems to be something, we must remember that these glosses have been exposed to change in the course of transcription, so that the linguistic form is not a certain criterion. Perhaps some light might be thrown on the subject by the publication of the Latin glosses in the MSS. of Priscian.
Here follow what seemed to me to be the most important and distinctive phenomena in the language of the St. Gall glosses. The composite character of the glosses has made it necessary to give long lists of occurrences instead of a brief summary of the results of the investigation. 71bl5, 72al,4, 90b2, 95b3, 137b2, 162a6, 186a2 (uathatail) .
Further examples of are oigthidi 186bl, trogan 48 a 11, lochairnn 24 a 16 (but luacharnn 47 a 9), bochaill 58 b 6, odcoidemmar 43 a 6, docotd 217 b 16. -ai = -ae: cumachtai 3b21. Cf. carthi 148 a 2, which should translate amatus, and timmarti 187 a 2, wlüch should signify correptus rather than corripiendus.
-ae = -ai: cetnce 76 b 4.
In 26 
Lengthening of vowels.
The mark of length may be noted in banda 53 b l, rochtaigim 60bl6, erchintiu 152 a 4, urphaisiu 100 a 4, urfuisin 100 a 5. The borrowed carachtar is written carachtar in 3 b 27, 9 a 19, 22, 26 a 14. In the case of ligim 176 a l it is doubtful whether there is really a mark of length; if ligim be right, it may be compared with dliged Wb. 10 d 16, cf. Pedersen, Aspirationen 83.
The consonants. By the side of dd t is frequent. It will be observed that in a considerable portion of the codex there are no examples of dd. In part this may be the result of chance. Between p. 121 and p. 148 the instances in which this change might have taken place are few. (d) After n. Here doubling is common in some parts of the codex, rare in others. The distribution may be illustrated from ainm and its derivatives.
Assimilation of consonants. Of assimilation of
pp. l-50. Both mm and m are frequent, but mm is much more common. mm: deainmmnichdechaib 2 b l, ainmmnichthe 4 b 4, anmmae 4 b 7, ainmm 5 a 10, anmmann 6 a 6, ainmm 6 a 7, ainmmnidi 7b2, ainmm 14 a 6, anmma 26bll, ainmm 26bl2, anmmaimm 27 a l, anmmae 27 a 6, ainmm 28 
Moyeable n.
n is irregularly added in indegaid n guttae 5 a 2, indegaid De 101 b 2; regularly indegaid araile 7 a 4. In ni ruba nand 3b28 n is again irregulär; nand has obviously spread from instances like dobeir t n-and 3b5, ar atrebthach n-and 35 b 13. In o nechtar nai 37 b 18, hi cechtar nai 42 b 5, do chechtar tihai 215 a 2 n has spread from the nom. and acc. to the dat. In the nom. pl. na might seem to be used for ind in na compariti 40 b 14; in later Irish, liowever, comparit and superlait seem to have become fern., cf. B. Ball. 321 a 11,12. In the dative plural there appear by the usnal forms: The nom. pl. of persan is persin 138 a 4, 197 a 15, 203 b 10. aimsir 157 b 3 is peculiar; it is possible that in the sense of 'tense' aimser formed a nom. pl. aimsir like persin, but unfortunately the instance is isolated.
From the masc. -u-stem guth the acc. pl. ilgotha (nom. form) 197 a 11 is noteworthy; likewise the pl. beura 67bll from the neut bir.
The adjectire. Acc. pl. retu noiba = r ein noibu 33 a 6. From -i-stems gen. sg. fern, diuite 168 a 3, gen. pl. masc. diuite 21bl4, arside 178 a 2, 3, 207a 2; these gen. pl. are all used substantivally without an accompanying noun. Inflxed pronouns. In Sg. from the nature of the subject the number of examples is small. In fordomchomaither 139 b 2 the form is the same äs in Wb. remi'ta-tet 'which precedes them' 197 b 5 may be noted.
Demonstrative pronouns.
From side suidib sometimes appears for suidiu: lasuidib 4 a 9, 212 b 16, 214 a 3, frisuidib 61 a 6.
-sem is commonly found for -som after a palatal vowel or a palatalized consonant: indibsem 5 a 4, leissem 10 a 11, -epersem 14 a 5, sluindiUisem 30 a 2, manubedsem (sie. 
